2000 toyota celica gt engine
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yet been graded. Hello, my girlfriend has a Toyota Celica GT, and the check engine light came
on a few months ago. We had taken it to a shop, and they told us it was the fuel cap thats
leaking pressure even though there r no visible damage to the stock fuel cap. So they replaced
it and reset the light. After about another few hundreds miles of driving the light came back on
again. This time we took it to a mechanic that's recommended by a relative and he too can not
figure out what the problem is and the diagnostic code said "evac system". He said he could not
find any leaks, and kept on asking us if we had not tighten the fuel cap after we fill up. We had
not had the chance to fill again after the check engine light was reset last time. So he put on the
fuel cap, reset the light again and told us to drive around and see what happens. A few days
later, we went to fill up the gas and I made sure that cap was tightened where you hear the
clicking sound. A few miles down the road, the check engine light came back on again! The car
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later it detached as a separate model. The similar way Toyota Camry appeared. Producing of
Celica lasted till , and then it was discontinued. According to the car class, all the engines of
Toyota Celica are the straight-4 engines with displacement 1. The elder Celica models were

equipped with other engines also. The last models had the high-efficiency 1. The elder versions
had the turbo-charged 3S-GTE engines and 4 wheel drive. Such Celica models are marked as
GT-Four. It is quite easy to know everything in detail about Toyota Celica engines. You should
just choose an interesting for you model from the list below. There you will find the reviews and
specs of Celica engines, their advantages, problems, malfunctions knocking, noise, vibration,
overheat , the whence and the ways to fix. And also there is information of the engine service
life, oil and its capacity, change intervals and other things. A lot is said about tuning also: what
performance parts will increase the power, whether these engines are worth of upgrading or
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window View Garage. The size class for cars is determined by the interior passenger and cargo
volumes. The size class for trucks is defined by the gross vehicle weight rating GVWR , which is
the weight of the vehicle and its carrying capacity. EPA estimates for fuel efficiency measured
on a mile-per-gallon basis are based on laboratory tests conducted by manufacturers according
to federal regulations. This is typically measured in liters 3. I-4 and V-6 refer to the configuration
and number of cylinders. The transmission adapts the output of the engine to the drive wheels.
Common configurations include front-wheel drive, rear-wheel drive, four-wheel drive and
all-wheel drive. The number of people the car will hold. A unit to measure the power of engines.
Error loading details for this Vehicle, please try again later. In , "Dodge Ram" was rebranded as
"Ram". To add Ram trucks for and beyond: Select the vehicle year. Select Ram in the Make
menu. In , "Hyundai Genesis" was rebranded as "Genesis". To add Genesis vehicles for and
beyond: Select the vehicle year Select Genesis in the Make menu. In , Jeep offers two different
versions of the Wrangler. The all-new model is known simply as the "Wrangler". However, the
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Year: Select Year Error loading the selected Year, Make, Model. Cancel Compare. Failed to get
data, please try again. Data Unavailable. Highlight differences:. Please try your search again
later. Typical questions asked about products:. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all
customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States.
There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Love my car My daily freeway commuter at 95
miles a day round trip. Not a power horse, but zippy for what it is. As I get older at 42 years of
age, the time will come soon to get a slightly larger vehicle, as the Celica is small. My next
choice will be a Lexus IS Look forward to having 4 doors. Anything Toyota or Lexus you can't
go wrong. The Japanese know how to make a great vehicle. Toyota for life! By mjt on July 7,
Images in this review. This by far has been my favorite car of all time. I am running the GT-S
model and I am currently at , miles and still humming. As with any car of this age some things
have been replaced. I seriously am considering rebuilding this engine or replacing the engine
and going for another k I love this car that much. If I can get my hands on a newer version of
this car I have a I would buy it in a heartbeat. Anyone that owns a Celica is likely to tell you they
absolutely love it, great on gas, cute and fun to drive in general! I own two of them personally a
with an automatic transmission and a with a 6 speed manual, both are fantastic cars! One
person found this helpful. I bought a manual transmission Celica GT-S with k original miles.
Awesome car. It had a rough idle when I bought it, but a thorough in-house cleaning of the
throttle body and the IACV smoothed the idle to a hum. I'm at k right now and the car still pulls
like a racehorse. The handling is phenomenal, and the acceleration is admirable. I would
recommend this car to anyone who is thinking or purchasing a cheap, reliable sports car. Take
the car through your back county road to really appreciate the assets it has to offer. I would
highly recommend this car to anyone who want somthing fun, fast, economic and cheap, my
only suggestion it to go with the GT-S instead of the GT. I own the GT-S trim and it is a great
little car that is preppy and sporty without being ostentatious. Haven't had any major issue with
it since I bought it and it has started and moved around without giving any problems. There is a

couple of issue that I have with it but it being what it is, I can live with it. It is a very small and
cramp car. If you are claustrophobic, this car is NOT for you. And, it is hard not to mash the gas
pedal as the car lives in the 6K RPM range, giving you crappy gas mileage. Among other things.
Why I bought it and why I would recommend it? It is not a Civic or Integra. Everyone and their
cousin, uncle, and friend has one of those. It is not a forced induction vehicle, which means
lower maintenance on the engine due to less wear and tear. And it has enough power and oomp
that while not the fastest thing on the road, will definitely put a smile of your face. I absolutely
love this car, it is very reliable as long as you keep up with maintenance. Got her in and no
major issues as of yet with over k miles. Another plus is that there are so many aftermarket
products for this car which matters to car enthusiasts. By Nynapturale on July 27, Great,
amazing, sporty, and affordable. Great racing stock seats. See all reviews. Photos Previous
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